Changes in the composition of the hamster zona pellucida after fertilization in vivo but not in vitro
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Summary. Hamster zonae pellucidae were obtained from follicular oocytes, super-ovulated eggs, and eggs fertilized in vivo or in vitro. Zonae were labelled with N-succinimidyl-3(4-hydroxy,5-[125I]iodophenyl)propionate, and compared on single- and two-dimensional SDS-PAGE. Single-dimensional electrophoresis showed considerable differences between zona categories in the amount of label that they incorporated; follicular zonae incorporated the least label and zonae from eggs fertilized in vivo the most. On two-dimensional electrophoresis, polypeptides from 3 of the 4 zona categories migrated into 4 major groups: two of these groups each with $M_r$ 150 000–250 000 were within the $M_r$ range of ZP1, and two others, at $M_r$ 90 000 and 55 000, appeared to be analogous to ZP2 and ZP3, respectively. The fourth zona category (zonae from eggs fertilized in vivo) showed a changed polypeptide profile as well as incorporating the most label; one of the polypeptides, $M_r$ 150 000–250 000, was undetectable, but a train of $M_r$ 70 000–90 000 polypeptides and a discrete polypeptide at $M_r$ 20 000 were new. Since this changed profile did not occur in zonae from superovulated eggs, or in zonae from eggs fertilized in vitro, a synergism between oviducal factors and factors from the spermatozoon or egg, or both, towards the zona in vivo is indicated.
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Introduction

An essential stage in the process of mammalian fertilization is the passage of the spermatozoon through the zona pellucida, the relatively thick glycoprotein matrix which encompasses the egg cell. It is evident that the spermatozoon requires pre-fertilization 'conditioning' not only brought about by the oviducal environment but also by interaction with the zona pellucida before it is able to complete its path to the egg membrane. Recent investigations have highlighted the uniqueness of this particular egg component and its possible, likely and known functions are very well considered in a recent compilation by Dietl (1988). Our most advanced knowledge of the composition, structure and function of the mammalian zona pellucida has been derived from studies on the mouse and pig but information has been steadily accruing from others. So far it seems fairly general that the zona pellucida is composed of three inherent proteins ZP1, ZP2 and ZP3, each richly glycosylated and all of which exhibit charge heterogeneity when subjected to two-dimensional gel electrophoresis. Wasserman et al. (1988) have identified and detailed a critical role for ZP3 ($M_r$ 83 000) in the mouse as the zona moiety with sperm receptor properties. A similar role has been assigned to a zona pellucida protein of $M_r$ ~ 58 000 in the pig (Sacco et al., 1984, 1989). However, it has become evident that the composition of the zona pellucida may become modified after the oocyte is ovulated. For several species it has been shown that glycoproteins secreted from epithelial cells of the oviduct bind firmly and quite specifically to the zona pellucida of the newly ovulated egg (Brown & Cheng, 1986; Lévéillé et al., 1987; Oikawa et al., 1988; Gandolfi et al., 1989; Boatman,
1990). This possibly indicates a more extensive role for the zona pellucida than originally considered, and merits further investigation.

To be able to understand the overall role of the zona pellucida it is inevitable that we must first study the compositional changes that occur from the time the oocyte matures within the follicle to the time that the zona releases the preimplantation embryo. The number of species in which a significant profile of developmental changes has been attained is very limited. A good model for the study of the zona is the hamster, a species in which recovery of embryos fertilized in vivo has for some time been possible and in which a repeatable method for fertilization in vitro has now been defined (Bavister, 1989). Since a sensitive means of zona analysis also exists, we decided to look for changes in the composition of the hamster zona at three stages in its development in vivo, i.e. follicular, oviducal, and fertilized, and to compare these zona proteins with those of zonae recovered from embryos produced by in-vitro fertilization.

Materials and Methods

**Chemicals and media.** All general chemicals were of the purest grade available. Chemicals for electrophoresis were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. (London, UK) or from BDH (Poole, Dorset, UK). The reagents N-succinimidyl 3-(4-hydroxy, 5-[125]Ijodophenyl)-propionate (Bolton & Hunter, 1973) and 14C-labelled molecular weight markers were from Amersham International, Bucks, UK. The composition of media used for the collection of eggs and fertilization in vitro were as detailed by Bavister (1989). Collection, preparation and co-incubation of gametes specifically for fertilization in vitro were carried out in TALP-PVA. This is a modified Tyrode's solution containing bovine serum albumin (3 mg/ml) originally designated TALP (Bavister & Yanagimachi, 1977) but now further modified by inclusion of 1 mg polyvinylalcohol/ml (PVA). Subsequent manipulation of embryos was carried out in TALP-PVA without albumin (TL-PVA) as were the collection and preparation of follicular oocytes and superovulated eggs. EGTA (2 mm) was included in TL-PVA.

**Collection of follicular oocytes.** Golden hamsters 2–3 months old were injected with 20 i.u. PMSG (Pregnyl, Organon [from Diosynth, Chicago, IL, USA]) at 09:00 h on the morning of the post-oestrous discharge (= Day 1) followed by 20 i.u. hCG (Sigma Chemical Co.) during the evening of Day 3. After 10 h they were killed and their ovaries excised and immersed in Medium TL-PVA. Stimulated follicles were aspirated using a 1-ml syringe fitted with a 26-gauge needle and oocytes, surrounded by corona radiata, were transferred to fresh medium. Corona radiata was removed using a series of hand-pulled glass pipettes with increasingly fine bores.

**Collection of superovulated eggs.** Animals received hormone treatment as above but were killed 16 h after hCG. Oviducts were flushed with Medium TL-PVA to yield approximately 50 eggs per animal. Cumulus oophorus and corona radiata were removed mechanically as described above.

**Collection of eggs fertilized in vivo.** Animals received PMSG as described above and were mated during the evening of Day 4. One-cell embryos were collected in Medium TL-PVA at 12:00 h on Day 5 and were relatively free of cumulus and corona radiata; remnants were easily removed with a fine-bore pipette, as were any spermatozoa bound to the zona pellucida.

**Collection of eggs fertilized in vitro.** Females were superovulated as described above and eggs in cumulus were recovered and maintained in Medium TALP-PVA. Epididymal spermatozoa were collected from mature males and incubated in medium for 4 h at 2 × 10^6 cells/ml. Just before 4 h, superovulated eggs were gathered and at 4 h were incubated with spermatozoa diluted to 2 × 10^5 cells/ml. After 15–20 min when eggs were virtually denuded of cumulus and corona radiata they were transferred to a fresh batch of spermatozoa at the same concentration. After a further 2 h spermatozoa bound to the zona pellucida were removed by pipetting and embryos were transferred to Medium TL-PVA (through 3 washes) for processing of zonae.

**Removal of zonae pellucidae.** The zona pellucida was fractured with a pipette with a bore of slightly smaller diameter than the zona, and broken vitelli were released rapidly into Medium TL-PVA which contained 0.5 mM phenylmethylsulphonylfluoride (PMSF). Zonae were removed in groups of 5 and then placed into fresh medium without PMSF. When enough zonae had been gathered they were 125I labelled without delay as described below.

125I-labeling of zonae pellucidae. This was carried out essentially as described by Brown & Cheng (1985). Groups of 50 zonae in 10 μl Medium TL-PVA received 2.5 μCi of the reagent N-succinimidyl 3-(4-hydroxy, 5-[125]Ijodophenyl) propionate in 20 μl 0.1 m-borate buffer pH 8.5 (Bolton & Hunter, 1973). After 15 min at 25°C the zonae were transferred through 3 dishes of medium and 30 zonae of each category (follicular, oviducal, fertilized in vitro and fertilized in vivo) were dissolved in the appropriate electrophoresis buffer.

**Electrophoresis.** Single-dimensional SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis was carried out under reducing and non-reducing conditions utilizing 5–20% (w/v) polyacrylamide gradient slab gels 80 mm × 10 mm × 0.5 mm containing 0.1% w/v SDS. Zonae were denatured in sample buffer consisting of 62.5 mM-Tris–HCl pH 6.8, 2% (w/v) SDS.
and 10% (w/v) glycerol; 5% (w/v) 2-mercaptoethanol was included when reduction of the sample was required. Five zonae containing up to 50 000 c.p.m. (total) $^{125}$I were applied to each track. For two-dimensional electrophoresis the method of O’Farrell (1975) was used; proteins from 15 zonae were denatured and reduced in lysis buffer containing urea and 2-mercaptoethanol, and were then focussed by 7260 volt hours on rod gels containing mixed ampholytes. Included in 10 ml gel-mix were 0.60 ml of pH 5-7 and 0.115 ml of pH 3-10 ampholytes (Pharmacia Ltd, Milton Keynes, Bucks, UK). The second dimension was run on a polyacrylamide gradient of 8-15% (w/v). $^{125}$I-labelled proteins were detected by autoradiography on Kodak X-Omat film, and the densitometric scans were carried out with a Joyce-Loebl Chromoscan 3 densitometer.

**Results**

**Single-dimensional SDS-PAGE**

On non-reducing and reducing gels there were differences between the 4 categories of zonae. The major differences in labelling of zona polypeptides were between zonae that had not been exposed to spermatozoa and those that had, the difference being more in the intensity of labelling rather than in the variety of polypeptides labelled (Fig. 1). Follicular zonae incorporated the least amount of label, and superovulated zonae slightly more than follicular zonae; a further increase in incorporation was evident in zonae from superovulated eggs fertilized in vitro but by far the most label was taken up by zonae of superovulated eggs fertilized in vivo. On non-reducing gels follicular zonae (i) labelled diffusely over a range of $M_r$ ~ 150 000-250 000 within which was a slightly heavier labelled area of $M_r$ ~ 200 000; also, a more discrete section of label was present at $M_r$ 50 000-55 000. Non-reduced zonae from superovulated eggs (ii) gave much the same pattern but with more intense labelling in the higher molecular weight area and faint but discrete labelling of a polypeptide at $M_r$ 70 000. The most striking difference was seen in zonae from eggs fertilized in vitro in that there was a several-fold increase in the intensity of labelling of the material at $M_r$ 180 000-240 000 (iii). Zonae from eggs incubated with spermatozoa in vitro (iv) also showed an increase of labelling at $M_r$ 180 000-240 000 but in this case not so marked. There was also increased labelling at $M_r$ 50 000-55 000 in both categories of fertilized egg.

When the reduced samples were analysed follicular zonae showed much the same diffuse labelling as when non-reduced (i). Reduced superovulated zonae (ii) gave a marginally different profile from non-reduced in that there appeared to be less label at the $M_r$ 200 000 area of the gel. Zonae from eggs fertilized in vivo showed marked intensification of label at $M_r$ 180 000-220 000 with a narrowing of the band (iii). Appearing also was an additional area of label at $M_r$ 90 000-125 000. Zonae from eggs fertilized in vitro (iv) showed much less labelled material at $M_r$ ~ 200 000 than did eggs fertilized in vivo but differences between the companion gels were seen. The left hand gel showed a labelled area $M_r$ 90 000-120 000 which the right hand gel did not, but there was more label at $M_r$ 180 000-250 000 in the latter.

**Two-dimensional SDS-PAGE**

Under reducing conditions follicular zonae gave a profile similar to those from ovulated eggs (Fig. 2). An area of label occupied a molecular weight range of $M_r$ ~ 150 000-250 000 with an isoelectric point range of ~ 5.5-6.8 (a), within which were 4-6 barely discernible heavier labelled areas. A less diffuse area of label (b) covered a similar molecular weight range to (a) but possessed an isoelectric point range averaging ~ 4.8. Below (b) at approximately $M_r$ 90 000 there was an area of label (c) which varied more in its density than (b) but which focussed to a similar isoelectric point. Isolated at $M_r$ 55 000 was a slightly more acid polypeptide focussing at a point approximately 4.5 (d). Also showing on the gel of follicular and ovulated zonae were several much smaller spots of label ranging from approximately $M_r$ 90 000 to 30 000 across a range of isoelectric point values. Zonae from eggs fertilized in vitro gave much the same profile except that many of the smaller areas of label were no longer present. Zonae of eggs from the in-vivo fertilization procedure gave quite a different profile. As was evident from the reduced one-dimensional gel the higher...
Fig. 1. Single-dimensional SDS-PAGE analysis of hamster zonae pellucidae. (a) Separation of polypeptides from follicular oocytes (i), superovulated eggs (ii), eggs fertilized in vivo (iii) and eggs fertilized in vitro (iv). Two samples of each category are shown, each containing 5 labelled zonae. (b) Electrophoretogram of zona polypeptides separated under reducing conditions as shown in (a). Follicular zonae (i) ——, superovulated zonae (ii) —x— and zonae from eggs fertilized in vivo (iii) ———.

molecular weight area of $M_r$ 150,000–250,000 lost its lower molecular weight component and appeared as a tighter area of $M_r$ 190,000–250,000. The polypeptide (b) was largely if not completely absent, whereas there was a train of possibly 7 polypeptides (e) with $M_r$ values ranging from approximately 70,000 to 90,000 and isoelectric points from approximately 5 to 6. The polypeptide $M_r$ 50,000–55,000 (d) showed no change, but a discrete and heavily labelled polypeptide $M_r$ 20,000 was evident (f) which did not appear (except, possibly, for a small trace) on the single-dimensional gels.

Discussion

Compared with some other species, especially the mouse and pig, relatively little work has been carried out on the composition and structure of the hamster zona pellucida. In terms of the electrophoretic analysis of the hamster zona pellucida, reports on the number of major components and their respective molecular weights have varied, presumably for preparational and analytical reasons rather than for inherent compositional reasons. Gwatkin (1978) reported 3 components with molecular weights of 55,000, 80,000 and 100,000, Ahuja & Bowell (1983) also reported 3 of molecular weight 80,000, 150,000 and 240,000 and Oikawa et al. (1988) reported 4 components of 55–70,000, 110–130,000, 145–170,000 and 200–240,000 of which the largest was considered to be of oviducal origin. Oikawa et al. (1988) have assigned current nomenclature linked to an order of ascending molecular weight to the four zona components that they have identified, ZP3, ZP2,
Fig. 2. Two-dimensional SDS-PAGE under reducing conditions of zonae from follicular oocytes, superovulated eggs, eggs fertilized *in vitro* and *in vivo*. Fifteen zonae from each category were combined for each separation.
ZP1 and ZP0. We too have seen 4 major components in follicular and ovulated zonae but also a modified composition in zonae that have been exposed to spermatozoa in vivo but not in vitro.

For ease of discussion we refer to the zona components alphabetically. The 4 components that we have observed cover almost the same molecular weight range as those described by Oikawa et al. (1988); two-dimensional electrophoresis of follicular and ovulated zonae revealed two components with a similar molecular weight range of 150 000–250 000 (Fig. 2, a and b), one component of 90 000 (c) and another of 55 000 (d). Thus, (c) and (d) appear to be ZP2 and ZP3 respectively but the relationship between (a) and (b) with respect to ZP1 and ZP0 is less clear. The fact that both follicular and ovulated zonae label at the higher molecular weight (a) does not rule out the possibility that the latter have acquired oviducal material, the molecular weights of ZP1 and ZP0 overlapping as they do. Another possibility is that (a) and (b) are both components of the same molecule, ZP1, although their difference in distribution in the gel, i.e. (a) has signs of heterogeneity while (b) does not, and their quite different isoelectric points, argues against this. In terms of the compositional changes that appear in zonae from eggs fertilized in vivo our results might indicate that the disappearance of (b) has produced either the train (e) or (f) or both. Alternatively (e) could have pre-existed but with amino groups unavailable to label. The appearance of the low molecular weight polypeptide (f) on two dimensional gels but not one-dimensional gels is interesting, showing that after an initial cleavage the harsher dissociating conditions of the O’Farrell lysis buffer are required to separate this polypeptide from its precursor. However, without probes specific for individual zona (or oviducal) components it is not possible to interpret confidently the changes we see.

Noticeable from our two-dimensional gels is the fact that generally zona components did not separate into ‘trains’. Since our electrophoretic technique clearly separate’s subspecies (Fig. 2e) we considered it possible that in the hamster the method of zona preparation might influence the formation and resolution of subspecies. Oikawa et al. (1988), whose results did show zona components separating out into ‘trains’ (in the general manner), used hyaluronidase to remove cumulus oophorus and corona radiata from the zonae. As our zonae were denuded mechanically without enzymic assistance, and since crude hyaluronidase preparations may contain proteases, we repeated their approach by preparing zonae using 3 samples of bovine testicular hyaluronidase of differing purity (Sigma types I-S, IV-S and VI-S) and examined the resulting zonae by two-dimensional electrophoresis. We saw no differences from results with the mechanically prepared zonae (results not shown). Another major difference in our method of zona preparation is that we labelled zonae immediately after they had been isolated in a balanced medium while Oikawa et al. (1988) stored zonae in distilled water at −20°C (ovulated zonae) or freeze-dried (follicular zonae). However, such storage of zonae in other species appears to be without effect on zona composition as judged by two-dimensional electrophoresis.

Our one-dimensional gels appear to provide further evidence that the hamster zona pellucida takes up protein from the oviduct although our two-dimensional analyses do not emphasize this. An aspect of our experiments which might be obscuring the issue of uptake of oviduct proteins by the zona pellucida is the non-specificity of the label that we used. This non-specificity and the considerable overlap in molecular weights of hamster ZP1 and ZP0 make it more difficult to distinguish between acquired oviducal protein and exposure of amino groups on existing zona proteins especially if the quantity of acquired protein is small.

Whilst we see a very significant increase of label incorporated into zonae fertilized in vivo our most striking observation remains that, in this situation, the investment undergoes considerable compositional modification, its profile becoming quite different from the other three categories examined. The question arises as to what causes the increase in amino groups and changes in composition in zonae fertilized in vivo. The fact that the oviducal environment alone appears to have no such effect on the zona of ovulated eggs, together with the observation that the zona of ovulated eggs fertilized in vitro is similarly unaffected, suggests that a synergism between oviducal and sperm factors may be operating on the zona. There seem to be several possibilities. It could be
that, in vivo, damaged spermatozoa are releasing hydrolases into the oviduct, close to the egg; the confines of the oviduct may maintain effective concentrations whereas the considerable dilution factor encountered in the in-vitro fertilization procedure would be far less supportive. Alternatively, the presence of spermatozoa in the oviduct may trigger a response from the oviduct which yields factor(s) able to alter the zona in a manner not seen in vitro, but as far as we know there is no precedent for this. A further possibility is that proteases from cortical granules released at fertilization produce changes in the zona which are detectable after fertilization in vivo but which are not seen after the in-vitro system which is of much shorter duration. We tested this possibility by extending the in-vitro incubation to 10 h but, using two-dimensional analysis, we saw no difference in zona profile from the routine in-vitro fertilization procedure. However, it remains possible that a combined action of cortical secretory products and oviducal secretions could induce the changes we see. Another consideration is the effect that the supraphysiological levels of hCG administered for superovulation might have on the chemistry of the oviduct and in turn on properties of the zona pellucida. Eggs fertilized in vivo were collected from animals that were not treated with hCG. It is conceivable that a high hCG concentration influences the oviduct to prevent superovulated unfertilized eggs from undergoing normal post-ovulatory changes.

Another question arises as to the biological significance, if any, of the modifications that occur in zonae from eggs fertilized in vivo; could products of such modifications become involved either in the sperm penetration process or in the nutrition, survival and development of the preimplantation embryo? For instance, in the mouse, glycoprotein (Mr 210 000) from oviducal fluid passes across the zona pellucida to accumulate within the perivitelline space of the egg and embryo (Kapur & Johnson, 1986) and a similar phenomenon exists in the sheep (Gandolfi et al., 1989), which raises the possibility that these glycoproteins could bear elements for utilization by the developing embryo. However, this phenomenon may not be exclusive to oviducal macromolecules; polypeptides/peptides derived from alteration of the zona pellucida, generated either by the spermatozoa or by the oviduct, or both, might adopt essential roles in support of fertilization and early embryonic development in vivo.

Another consideration is that exposure of amino groups to the extent we see may modulate interactions between the early embryo and its immediate environment in the oviduct. For instance, the net charge of the embryo may become modified, as happens in the case of the erythrocyte when its surface-bound N-acetyleneuraminic acid is depleted by the enzyme neuraminidase (Cook et al., 1961; Eyler et al., 1962). Should this be the case it could have a bearing on such events as the migration of the early embryo through the oviduct into the uterus and shedding of the zona pellucida, processes about which virtually nothing is known at the molecular level.
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